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LOS ANGELES (AP) Voters
on Tuesday decisively rejected
Gov. Arnold’s Schwarzenegger’s
centerpiece ballot proposal to
slow state spending in an election
that became a referendum on his
leadership.
Two of his three other "year of
reform" propositions were trailing in early returns, though a proposal to restrict political spending
by unions was narrowly ahead.
Proposition 76, which would
have capped state spending, was
losing 60-40 percent with 31 per-
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cent of precincts reporting.
Schwarzenegger’s initiative to
redraw state legislative districts
was trailing by a substantial margin, while his proposal to make it
harder for public school teachers
to get tenure was deadlocked.
on
proposition
Only
Schwarzenegger’s agenda was
leading: A proposal to curb
unions’ ability to raise campaign
cash, which was narrowly ahead.
Los Angeles had yet to report
any returns and vote totals were
trickling in from several large

countic,, ilk !tiding I )raiitte and
San Francisco.
The special election could deal
him an embarrassing setback or
burnish his faded popularity..
It pitted the Republican actorturned-governor against two of
California’s dominant political
forces -- public employee unions
and Democrats ysho control the
Legislature.
In tut appeal on the eve of the
electim. likely to be among the
most expensive in state litstot).
Sclm ar/enegger urged voters to "gni!

Gov.ArnoldSchwarzenegger’s
special
referendum
election
looked like it was going to end
in failure late Tuesday with most
of the eight propositions looking
like they would be rejected by
voters.
With 55 percent of precincts
reporting at 11:30 p.m., only
five of the eight propositions appeared to be failing
This election’s cost was
about $50 million of California
taxpayers’ money, according to
the Associated Press. Some voters said they felt that the money
could have been better spent.
"No, it wasn’t worth it,"
said Dan Lennon, a lecturer for
the San Jose State University
Sociology department. Its that
simple. It was a silly election."
Lennon said most of the propositions are not going to pass.
"The governor’s political future will not be positive if most
of the propositions do not pass,"
Lennon said.
Alice
Sunshine,
director
of communications for the
California Faculty Association.
said the governor will stick
around, in spite of the possible
political defeat.
"California politics change
every six months," Sunshine
said.
The association and public
service unions voiced a strong
opposition to propositions 75
and 76.
Proposition 75 would constrict public employee unions’
political contributions for campaigns while allowing private
employee union contribution
without additional constriction.
Sunshine said absentee bal-

lots will decide the election, at
least for Proposition 75. however, she was confident that
Proposition 76 will fail.
"I hope (Proposition 751
does go down, we just don’t
know right now." Sunshine said.
"Polling was so close, but the
polls show 75 would go down.
but we just don’t know."
Lennon
said
it
won’t
make much of a difference if
Proposition 75 passes because
unions don’t have much power
as it is.
"It’s irrelevant and not going
to change anything if 75 passes
or not," Lennon said. "It’s not
going to change anything and
gives the assumption that unions
have that much power."
Proposition 76 would have
put school budgets solely at the
discretion of the governor.
But as election results started
coming in. the results were too
close for either side to claim a
victory.
Sunshine said she is pleased
with Proposition 76 most likely
failing because it would have
given the governor too much
power over the CSU budget.
"I’m glad about that one.
Sunshine said. "It would have
certainly affected the Cal State
University system. The governi ir
already cut CSU budgets."
If Proposition 75 passes,
Sunshine said it will severely
hinder the association’s ability
to tight for the budget.
"It will be much more difficult to be outspoken if 75 passes," Sunshine said. "The (CSU)
trustees have their annual lobby
day in Sacramento, but they
are not asking for a big enough
budget. That is the next phase of
story. The trustees had an annual
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and speech synthesizer that is attached
to his wheelchair to communicate and
conduct his lectures. He chooses words
on the screen to form sentences and then
they are relayed
through a synthesized voice.
As Hawking
was brought out
on stage to a full
auditorium,
the
crowd of more
than 2,500 rose
HAWKING
to their feet and
greeted him with
a standing ovation.
"Dr. Hawking is one of the world’s
greatest minds and I wanted to see him
before he dies," said Rodney Blacho, a
San Jose State University student majoring in electrical engineering.
Dr. Hawking began the lecture with
an African legend about how the uni-
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ABOVE: Jonathan Karpf, a
representative of the California
Faculty Association, cheers
alongside labor and teacher
association members during the
election night rally held at the
South Bay Labor Temple in San
Jose. Attendees were optimistic
that propositions opposed by the
collective group would be voted
down.
LEFT: Theresa Bruketta casts
her vote at her polling place in
the Echols Room of the African
American Community Services
center located on the corner of
Ninth and Julian Streets.

Union rally attendees watch returns on election night,
hope voters will eventually swing results in their favor
BY ELIZABETH NGUYEN
Daily photo editor
A crowded room ot union %Yorke], teachers.
firefighters, and nurse, tallied together at South Bay
Labor Temple On Almaden Road in San Jose against
what some of them considered "Arnold’s propositions."
They gathered in the conference IIIM11. eating
barbecue, drinking beers and nimy 1 niv as they

Scientist Stephen Hawking speaks on pre-big bang theories
World-renowned cosmologist Dr.
Stephen Hawking took the stage at the
Center for the Performing Arts in San
Jose on Monday to lecture on the origins
of the universe.
Hawking is best known for his extensive work with the big bang theory.
black holes and the creation of the universe. His most famous book, "A Brief
History of Time," is the bestselling science book of all time.
"He is the most recognized scientist
of the last 30 years," said Larry Bristol,
assistant to Hawking.
He also has a disease called
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, which
degenerates the motor cells in the spinal cord that allow people to move
around, speak, breathe and swallow on
their own. He uses a portable computer

The contest represented the
biggest test yet iii a faltering
Schwartenegget’s
leadership
the outcome still eixe but mo
mentum toward re Lilts:11mi nes(
year or cloud bits iihdity to win a
second term.
SCIIW.arzenegger’s
popularity 111, Int record lims in recent
polls. I littse polls Aso tound
none ol the governor’s proposals had indiority support among
likely voters.
In all, voters weighed eight

Election tvaste of money, some say

Master of the universe
BY KELLEY LUGEA
Daily Staff Writer

me took to irlonn the s>slent.

Some instructors, union
reps expect props to fail
BY ELIZABETH PERRY
AND CHEETO BARBERA
Daily Staff Wr tters
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Governor’s propositions fall flat

verse came to be, before plunging into
his scientific explanations. He used a
large projection screen to illustrate his
thoughts with visual aides.
Throughout the presentation. Hays king
infused the lecture with bits of comedy
and jokes about his topics, and in turn.
the audience erupted with laughter.
"At a conference on cosmology at the
Vatican, the Pope told the delegates that
it was OK to study the universe after it
began but not before, because that was
the moment of creation and the work
of God," Hawking said. "I was glad
he was not aware that I had presented
a paper at the conference, suggesting
how the universe began. I didn’t fancy
the thought of being handed over to the
inquisition."
A graphic showing a picture of him
behind bars evoked another laugh from
see HAWKING, page 3

awaited the results tor Position, 74. 75 and 76 in
Tuesday’s special election.
Brian Chapman. who %% orked as a stall Merilbet
tor the II tan,v tor a Better California:1nd San Jose
Slate t ’nit etsit graduate student majoring in pub
lie administration. said he helped yvork to organize
hundred, of unions. orgaiiiiations from service
workers uni1 ins. teachei s. churches. carpenter,
see RALLY, page 3

Iranian author to bring work
of defiance to lecture series
BY CHRISTINE BARKER
5tatf \A!itet
bestAcclaimed author ot the Internal II
seller "Reading Lolita in Tehran" will be at
San Jose State University today and Thursday
for two events to talk about the hook and her
experiences in Iran.
Azar Nafisi will he at SJSU as the 2005
Margaret and Jim Jimenez lecturer, and will
do a reading and book signing in the Morris
Dailey Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. today. then a
conversation and public question -and-answer
session at noon Thursday in the Old Cafeteria.
Both events are free to SJSU students and
the public.
"Getting Dr. Natisi to make a date for us
during that
was nearly a two-year process
time, she was on the bestseller list almost every week and always on the road," said Mitch
Berman, director for the Center for Literary
Arts. "She is an extraordinarily busy author."

Nails’ ss as tired from the I ’niversity of
Tehran. is hers’ she had been teaching literature, atter standing up for her behets by refusing to %seat Ills’ %VII.
Nalisi secrell met with seven dedicated
female students \seek!) mei’ a two-year period to dis,..uss hterar) inks by such authors
as Jane Austen ;Ind E Scott Fitzgerald.
During this time. Natisi rote about her
experience and "Reading 1.011ta in Tehran"
became her memoir of the time.
"I couldn’t take it anymore. And I thought
that lean nosy till till a dream and have a group
of students who just love literature
who are
in it not for the grades, not to just graduate
and get a job but just want to read Nabokov
and Austen." Natisi said in an interview with
David Brancaccio, host of "Now" on PBS.
In the face of strict consequences. Nafisi
facilitated the literary education of those seven

see NAFISI, page 3
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Tips and information on accessing your SJSUOne account
Can you give me instruction on where to go and
how to set up the SJSUOne account?
The first place to go to set up an SJSUOne account
is www.sjsu.eduisjsuone. Students can set up their
wireless access completely online, unlike obtaining a
San Jose State University e-mail account.
On the SJSUOne Web site, students wanting to
connect to the wireless network need to click on
"Activate Account" under "First-time Users." This
will bring up the application page.
The application itself is a little tricky. though it’s
not like signing up for Gmail. Students need their Ill
number, date of birth. mailing ZIP code. and they need
to create a password.
The mailing ZIP code is not the student’s current
address. A student must use whatever ZIP code they
use for the mailing address on that student’s MySJSU
account.

The password must also contain at least one number and a special character, such as an exclamation
mark.
If anything does go wrong, students
can first check the SJSUOne help site at
www.sjsu.edu/sjsuonethelp. If that doesn’t
solve the problem, they can stop by the
SJSU Help Desk in room 117B in Dwight
Bentel Hall. The desk’s hours are 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.

the staff, students must enroll in Jour 135.
According to the SJSU Course Catalog, the prerequisites for the upper-division class vary depending on
a student’s major. Print journalism majors
must take Jour 6IA and Jour 132, magazine
journalism majors must take Jour 61C and
Jour 132, and photojournalism majors must
take Jour 142. Students majoring in other
disciplines may ask to join the Daily staff
through instructor consent, which overrides
all other prerequisites. However, students
seeking consent may be asked to demonHow can a person become part of the
strate experience in writing. The instructors
Spartan Daily?
also act as the Spartan Daily’s advisers.
The first time a student takes Jour 135 as
The Spartan Daily is part of an accredited JOHN MYERS
part of the Daily staff, he or she must take it
school of journalism and mass communicafor three units as u staff writer or staff photions, which means it is actually a class required for print journalism. magazine journalism and tographer. Staff writers are expected to write 33 stories during the semester, which comes down to about
photojournalism majors. In order to become part of

Write letters to the editor and submit Sparta
Guide information online. Visit our Web site
at www.thespartandaily.com. You may also
submit information in writing to DBH 209.
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members.The deadline for
entries is noon three working days before the desired publication date. Space restrictions may
require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

two or three a week.
After earning the three units for the first semester, staff writers may submit applications for editor
positions. The executive editor, who is ultimately in
charge of the newspaper’s editorial content and operation, is chosen each semester by a committee of half
faculty members and half Daily staff members, while
the other editorial positions are chosen by the executive editor.
For more information on joining the class, students
can contact John Myers, the current executive editor,
at 924-3281. Students can also contact Richard Craig,
one of the Daily’s faculty advisers, at 924-3240.

John Myers is the Spartan Daily executive editor.
"Spartan Solutions" appears every other Wednesday.

GUEST COLUMN

Camp teaches teens about
stereotypes and themselves
abused and some Were just uncomfortable living in
their own skin.
We did exercises that opened up our eyes to genI am a white female and although some people
might not think that is a burden, it can be.
der discrimination by openly talking about gender
The truth is, we don’t know what its like to walk roles and stereotypes. We stood up if certain quesin another person’s shoes and understand what they tions applied to us, such as how many of the men
might go through.
had done things like get in a tight to prove manhood
Last week, I went to Camp Everytown (formally or how many of the women had worn restrictive or
knom. n as Camp Anytown, USA), a camp for high uncomfortable clothing to attract a man.
Young men bravely stood up to say they’d been
school teenagers that focuses on eliminating racism,
bias and discrimination through education and simu- beaten because they showed emotion or that they
lation activities.
turned to drugs and / or alcohol to hide
I went to the camp with ulterior motives;
pain. Young women stood up. some with
they paid a stipend and it was a mini escape
tears streaming down their faces, because
from my everyday life and problems.
they had been hit by a man or went further
But after an intensive few days. I can
sexually than they might have wanted for
honestly say I will not look at the world the
fear of rejection.
same way and I’d do it again in a heartbeat
We did a segregation simulation where
vithout earning a dime.
each racial group could only intermingle
The things I experienced and the people
with each other. Based on their race, certain groups got advantages (like extra
I met changed me into a stronger and hapfood) or disadvantages (not being able
pier person.
to use the bathroom because it was for
Living in a place like the Bay Area. CHRISTINE BARKER
Use always considered myself to be a
"whites only -I.
nonjudgmemal, non -prejudice person.
Students who were more popular or
What I learned is that kind of person doesn’t exist made friends easily were singled out as loners. They
because we all have stereotypes and prejudices that were able to see what its like to be on the outside
%se follow without even realizing it.
looking in.
Being a white person stereotypically makes me
It was hard to see friends who could not talk to
privileged, spoiled and racist. While being a female each other because they were in separate groups, or
makes me weak, less capable and a bitch.
the look of abandonment on the faces of those by
I’m not those things, just as all Asian people themselves who were being ignored even by their
aren’t bad drivers, all Black people aren’t athletes, best friends.
all Latino’s aren’t in gangs and all homosexual peoIt was powerful to see how things might have
ple aren’t flamboyant.
been only a lifetime ago.
I’m guilty of carrying some of these same stereoWalking a mile in another person’s shoes isn’t
types with me and using them to judge people based easy, but sometimes neither is living in your own.
on what they looked like.
I often times feel ashamed to be born the way I
When the 50 or so 15- and 16-year-old high am, whether it’s because of my skin color, my genschool students stepped off the big yellow bus. I der. my appearance or my class level. The reality is
made immediate judgments.
that because of some of those reasons. I will or will
"This guy is ghetto fabulous" or "that girl is a not be accepted by certain people throughout my
drama queen.- I thought to myself.
life.
I gained as much from the Camp Everytown exI’m surrounded by people who I think should go
to Camp Everytown. not so much for the young peoperience as many of the teenagers did.
For three -and -a -half days, we ate together, slept ple they could have an effect on. but because I think
in the same cabins and talked with each other. It was they need it for themsel% es just as much.
Coming back from this experience. I have felt
amazing to see the change in the attitudes and faces
of these kids.
more accepting and at peace with myself than I have
On the first night, the students had blank faces and in a long time. I consider myself lucky to have been
barely said a word to each other. Over the next few able to go.
days, frowns transformed into supportive smiles and
So back to the question at hand, how do I begin to
silence was broken by joyous laughter.
put a life changing experience into words’?
You could see some of them were just dying to
I can’t. I can try. but I can’t even get close to doing
open up and tell someone what they had been hold- my Camp Everytown experience justice.
ing in or something that they had gone through, all
I can only live by what I learned there and be
they needed was a chance to speak and someone to grateful for all that I have: extraordinary friends, a
listen.
roof over my head, my health and another day to live
And let me tell you. what I think of as one of my and tell about it.
worst days doesn’t even compare to what some of
these young people live with every day.
Some had family members in and out of their
lives or no family at all, some were raising themChristine Barker is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
selves as well as their siblings, some were sexually Guest columns appear every Wednesday.
lion do I begin to put a life

changing experience

into words?
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Vietnamese Student Association
A meeting will be held from 4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
in the Pacifica room of the Student Union. For
more information, contact Chinh Vu at
821-7444.
SJSU Catholic Campus Aliiii,to
Mass will he held at 12:10 p.m. in the SJSU Catholic
Campus Ministry chapel. For more information,
contact Fr. Jose Rubio at 938-1610.
School of Art and Design
There will be an exhibition of student art from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and Industrial Studies
buildings.
Asian American Christian Fellowsh
There will be a meeting at 6 p.m. in the Pacifica
room of the Student Union. For more information,
contact Daniel Chen at 497-7290.
Career Center
There will be a resume critique drop-in from
I :30 p.m. to 3 p.m. in the Career Center. For more
information. contact Marisa Stakcr at 924-6171.
School of Art and Design
There will be a reception for the student artists from
6 p.m. to X p.m. in the Art and Industrial Studies
buildings. For more information, contact the gallery
phone at 924-4330.
Socrates Cafe
There will be a discussion in Socratic fashion from
3 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the Pacifica room of the Student
Union. For more information, contact Annette
Nellen at 924-3508.
School of Art and Design
Museum and Gallery Operations (Art 182) will
hold an opening reception from 6 p.m. to X p.m. in
Gallery 3 of the Art building. For more information,
contact Tiffani MC El% an at (951 ) 536_5405.
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THURSDAV
Baptist Student Koinonia
There will he a Bible study at 7 p.m. in the
Guadalupe room of the Student Union. For more
information. contact 499-7153.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
The Alpha Omega Student Fellowship will hold
a meeting at X p.m. in the SJSU Catholic Campus
Ministry chapel. For more information, contact Kay
Polintan at 938-1610.
SILS11 ’atholic Campus Ministry
Mass k ill he held at 12:10 p.m. in the SJSU Catholic
Campus finistry chapel. For more information.
contact l’r Jose Rubio at 938-1610.
Career ( enter
There all he a resume Critique Drop-in will be from
1:30 p.m to 3 p.m at the Career Center.
Counseling Services
There will be an Asian American and Pacific
Islander discussion series from noon to 1:20 p.m. in
room 201 of the Adminktration building.
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contact Jacqueline Belanger at 924-5910.
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The Spartan Daily is a
public forum.

OPINION PAGE POLICY I

Readers are
enema agt.4.1 to express themselves on the
OpOoon page With a letter to the editor.

A letter to the editor is a response to an issue
or a point of view that has appeared in the
Spartan Daily.
Only letters between 200 to 400 words will
be considered for publication.
Submissions become property of the Spartan
Daily and may be edited for clarity. grammar,
libel and length. Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be placed in the Letters to
the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209. sent by fax to
(408) 924-32:37. e-mail at spartandaily(iecasa.
sjiiii.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor. School of Journalism and
Mass Communications. San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San Jose.
CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by and are the consensus of the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do
not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan
Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications or SJSU.
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GOVERNOR - Election put governor, unions in conflict; part of Republican strategy catered to Christian conservatives
continued from page 1
..lections in 1993 and 1979.
Schwarzenegger’s proposals to
.tirb spending and weaken unions
have inflamed passions on both
Ades, partly because of the eke’ ion’s roughly $50 million cost in
site that repeatedly faces budget
liort
l’nderscoring the stakes.
debt lies
Warren
including
geatts and Rob Reiner provided
IttII yyood counterweight to the
overnor’s Terminator image.
thoneh some Of ifie measures

were complex. Schwarzenegger
cast the election in simple terms:
Support him and the state moves
forward vote no and protect a
broken status quo.
His conflict with the unions
made him a target fir teachers.
nurses and firefighters who hounded his public appearances for
months and helped push his popularity ratings to record lows.
The governor called the election in June to promote three initiatives: Proposition 76 aimed to
cap state spending; Proposition 74

ELECTION -

would lengthen teachers’ probationary period from two years to
five and make it easier to lire veteran teachers: and Proposition 77
would transfer the power to draw
legislative boundaries from lawmakers to three retired judges.
Schwarzenegger later embraced
Proposition 75. which would make
it harder for public employee
unions to raise money for political
purposes.
Four other initiatives rounded
out the list
The illiLst emotionally charged

was Proposition 73, a constitutional amendment that would require doctors to notify parents or
guardians when a minor seeks an
abortion. It also would redefine
abortion as an act that causes the
death of an unborn child.
Part of the Republican strategy’ targeted Christian conserveis es. hoping their support for
Proposition 73 would trickle down
to the go% ernor’s four signatures
measures. With 31 percent of pre cum, reporting. Proposition 73
ss :is dead even.

RALLY - Teachers, union workers hope for victory

continued from page 1

continued from page 1

neeting to make their budget proposal (that
will go before the governor)."
Parental notification of abortion would
have been necessary for young women under
he age of IS if Proposition 73 had passed. but
yy ;is MO Close to call at 11:30 p.m.
Arthur Gonzalez. a member or the San
lose State College Republicans club, said he
,ould like propositions 73 to 77 to pass:
"I think it would has L. been wise to wait
mill the main election nest November,’’
L liituale, said "But people should take adantage ot the election and sole no matter
. hat yIi Ile tiirig for. I he CFA was out lobby mg throughout the
das luesdas bit union and community members to go out and srite.
(TA treasurer Kim Geron, who is an associate professor at California State Unisersity.
East Bay, said he vv. as out since 9:30 a.m. encouraging people to vote.
"There 55a. a lot of people out at 7 and 8
today.- Gaon said. "I started at 9:30. I think
that I Sf1. iiml some other people who went
1-11,’LL "
4-1112 ls er’ body ha, "nuktt-I ill

machinists, any organization
that vvould listen calling
unteers together to defeat the
gus ernor’s propositions,
"They
really
appreciate
what we do for (the unions)."
he said. "It’s going to be close.
We’re going to do well in Santa
Clara (County a ’Fhere’s a
strong show mg at what vs eve
seen, hut the rest of the state
is close. We’ll he proud of
the numbers we see in Santa
Clara County and in Northern
(’alifornia."
Marlene Mattoon. president
(if the I ,8(X) member San Jose
Teachers* Associatunt. said
that she hoped tor .1 is tor on
Proposition 74 because it’s directed at schools and teachers.

"We hope the word goes out
to the gin ernor - don’t mess
vs ith Unions. she said. "We’re
here for the kids. Mattoon said Gov. Arnold
backed
Schwarzeneggar’s
propositions are hurting teachers.
"We need to attract teachers,
not avoid them from joining
the union. or most importantly.
not have then from going into
teaching."
KC’ Walsh, president of Oak
Grove School District, said she
hoped for no votes for all the
propositions.
"I’m expecting to annihilate the govern( ir." she said
"We’ve been sy orkine y et\
hard. (Proposition) 74 is Islam
Jng teachers tor prohlems that
are not our fault. -

Assemblywoman
Sally
Lieber of the 22nd assembly
district said the unions [lase
cause to be hopeful.
"Right nots we’re seeing
the more republican pans of
the state coming in.- she said.
a slots start, we
" \ Ithough
should see It 110 sine On the
governoi ’s agenda.
Terry Christensen, SJSU political science professor. said at
9:3(1 p.m, the election was too
close to call.
"(Propositions) 73, 74 and
75’s numhers aren’t going ;is
well ;is people hoped," he said
Juan I at its Gonzalez. 5.151
selllt it 111.1101 Me III political sci
ens.e, said that although it vs as
too soon to tell hinss the cies’,
il"9 "as i2"lni.,
see Arnold fail.-

CCwe hope the word goes out to the governor...."
Marlene

Matton

San

Jose

Teachers’

Association

president

HAWKING - ’People who boast about their IQ are losers,’ scientist says
continued from page 1
the crowd.
The lecture lasted lust slis itan
t our, but throughout the talk, he reiterated his III:1111 IN mit. Why ;ire sse
here Where did \Ye stilts’ Irom ’
The lecturc %as siMplified so
that anyone could understand
the concepts of how the universe
formed. Hawking said.
"Of course you have to simplify." he said. "Most people don’t
have time to master the very mathematical detail of theoretical physics. I believe anyone can and should
have a broad picture of how the Universe operates and our place in
Ilast king then took questions
iii
tic Ziiithis ii, c. It MI the help
111
ot
it II sit and L

students. The lecture had been prey niusly saved into his computer in
the interest of time because it takes
about one minute to type 15 \studs.
Bristol read the questions aloud
and then the audience waited about
Ilse minutes for Dr. HIM king to
zinswer.
VOrhen asked \\hat his IQ was. he
replied. "I have no idea. People who
hints) about their IQ are losers."
Hawking has des eloped into
somewhat of a pop s nit ure icon
and has appeared on "Star It
playing poker with Alliert Einstein
and Isaac Newton and is an
mated Yersion ot lumsell On "The
SIMIlst Ins, Bristol said.
(lire 1,1 ills’ questions posed by
an audience member sr. as whether
11r 11111
I C.II Is
11111p101.1 by

Homer Simpson’s theory of a donut -shaped universe, as portrayed
in the episode.
"Homer belies ed there were
extra dimensions we don’t see,"
Hays king said. "The dimensions
were curled up like a donut. and in
that sense, it is interesting."
After taking questions, both scientific and unscientific. Hawking
thanked the audience and left the
stage
"Seeing Stephen Hawking talk
our
Is something you 55 ,1111 10 tell
kids about." said 1 aset \ lawn. an
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Asian families need your help:
Asian egg donors desperately needed
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Japanese Indian etr:
21-29 yr olds norasmoker healthy
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Call Family Fertility Center
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Proposition 74 was soundly defeated, while Proposition 78 trailed
by a substantial margin.
The cascade of campaign spending has been shocking, even in a state
known as an Arm for political donations. Preliminary !Tures suggest that
Republicans. Democrats. unii ins. big
businesses, pharmaceutical companies and others could has e ended up
spending a ciimhined SAKI million
-- more than President Bush raised
for his 2.1104 re-election campaign.
It was the fourth statewide election in three years.

NAFISI - Book became best seller
audents at great risk to Olen
her family ’s sarCIN and her lull
Nalisi ssas born in Iran and
lived there through her high school
years.
Her fattier was the mayor ot
Iran’s capital city. ’Tehran. and
most of her family vs as hiehly
educated. but at
hei lathe] ss as
tiniustiv tailed tor tour v cal s. Ines
immigrated to the I ilted States
Nails’ attended I 8.1alionia
1’111\ el silk .111d lats’t tt011 .1 leilint -

She
dill, 110111( )iaord I ’Iliseisity
ey entualk made her ss ay hack to
her name Iran to teach and before being expelled ?root the
University 01 ’relit :in. she taught
at two other Irirt t,ur universities.
the Free Islamic [ins ei sity and
Atlanta Tabataba tmtis ersity
In 1997 Natisi lett Iran again
and made her was with her tallith
to the I ’lilted States and currently
vs inn
resales in Washington I I
her husband and isso s hildren
She has since Ise, oille .1 prolessor at John Hopkins 1’111\
tot
\ its ills ed International Studies.
Its ’,1111, the bestselling hook.
Nan.’ has also 55 ?men for nu meted ’m1,11,-1’1011.
melons
I he Ness lurk Times. The
Vs.isliington Post and the Wall
Siu set Journal.
"Reading I .olita in Tehran" has

What’s on
I our Shirt?

pl. Ohiss’ I 11,111 critics and
the pulslic alike. has been translated into 12 laneuages and has
garnered 111.11111:1011, msards
Berman said Nalisi vs If talk
abinit themes taised in "Reading
I ailita in Tetuan" and relate them
to her
\soil and lice iii
tent stale ril it orld ;Mans ;it
keilitesd.n.
ent She
is ill also atts,\ et ,t let\ ques
thins and then sign copes lit tier

rel el% ell

continued from page 1

bOOks
"ThIll suit
:Mel 110011.
Natisi
and its ill sit doss ii lot an in-depth
cons ers1iiiiiil Mei Mush there
vs ill he an eytend,,11,1,1ilis
.mil
A." Berman said I his es silt still
he much mole intonate and still
feel like Mote 111 s 11:111". ii eniel
11110 a dialogue v. ith the author’
Bei man said the Center for
Literar \ krts runs the Maim
Audio’ Set
n fut. 11 Is on HS
1911I seal
anti 11:1, bloUghl 28
Pulitzer Prize yy inning authors to

and Jim Jimene/
made a substantial gitt to the
Centel to] I itel.i15 \ rls to create .1 spek.1.11 Is. tine in ’iii long standing \ Lotti \ 1111101s Series
each of the 11551tom year’s,- lie
511111 N.I11,1 is IW Ills1 .111111.1111,/
1.1.1C1111 C1
lit

lisi7
111.1’1111.11’1s \1111C1\1’Ll.’111.’11.C.111.11:IIII1’s"
gest
55e111 rrl the sear III
JOse.-iSi iii.iui salt]
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Get Custom Printed Apparel!
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7.10 ea. for 25
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00

SJSU student majoring in aerospace engineering. "It’s like my
grandparents seeing Einstein give
a lecture."
Majati is considering changing
his major to ph y sues and came to
inthe lecture looking tor
spiration.
"I don’t have time to read for
pleasure. but I vs ill delmitely try to
read his book after this.- he said.
Hawking recently released a new
hook called "A Brieler History ot
Time" and is currently illgking on a
children’s hook with his daughter.

Another initiative sought to
reregulate part of the state’s energy market -- but voters rejected
Proposition 80 by a wide margin.
The ballot also included dueling initiatives to lower prescription drug costs. That battle became one of the most evpensise
initiative campaigns in slate histi ipanics
tory: Pharmaceutical
pumped in $76 million to support
the industry -sponsiired Proposition
78 and oppose Proposition 79,
which labor and consumer groups
supported
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Going to the
Law School
Forum.?
Why:

Meet with law school representatives

When:

Friday, Nov. 11 112 noon to 5 prn)
Saturday, Nov. 12 110 am to 4 pm)

Where:

Los Angeles Airport Marriott
5855 West Century Blvd.

Who:

Golden Gate University School of Law

1070 off
(with lower Card)
al

A CAPERS PLACE

$249 COLLEGE PASS*
Ayadahle lot putchase 911415

r,,,

Find out about our:
Legal Clinics
Honors Lawyering Program
Combined Degrees
(JD/MBA & JD/PhD)

Discount
Sundays

5.1
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536

Programs in
Litigation
Environmental Law
Intellectual Property Law
Public Interest Law
International Legal Studies
Taxation

(sit t NI \ 1 10,)1 1

1/16/06

$157 COLLEGE 4-PAC*
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Soccer team set to
dive into Hornets’ nest
BY KELLEY LUGEA
Daly

Stall Writer

The Spartan men’s soccer
team will travel to play their finid regular season game against
Sacramento State University at 1
p.m. Sunday at Hornet Field.

s
Overall record

10-5-3

MPSF record

6-2-1

Next game:
Sunday @ Sacramento State
Die Spartans are anticipating
another battle against the Hornets.
who are undefeated at their home
field, said head coach Gary St.
Clair.
"It’s gonna be another war."
he said "We have to go up there
and w in. It’s just like how we approach every other game."
The Hornets are coming off a
tied game against the Utmersity
of New Mexico I- I, who they
fought with for the win last
Sunday in 1111 minutes of play.
"They haven’t lost all season
at home and it will be a real challenge for us." St. Clair said. "They
arc a very good team."
The Spartans previously defeated the Hornets 1-0 on Oct. 9
at Spartan Stadium, after forward
Nelson Diaz scored the game’s
single goal during the first half.
"We played that first game
against them with confidence."
said co-captain and defender
Dylan Pender. "Sacramento State
is one of the better teams and we
noticed that."
While this year’s team had no
problem dominating the Hornets
during their tlist matchup. last
year was another stiirv
During the 218)4 .ea ..m. the

Hornets conquered the Sparta’ I. in
both season games.
"They came back against us in
overtime last year with some late
goals." Fender said. "They just
never give up."

NOVEMBER 9, 2005

Spartans to play final home matches of season
BY CHEETO BARRERA

The San Jose State University
y olley ball team is in the final
stretch belie ihe end-of-the -sea,on .iinteho.e tournament.

NOTEBOOK

High stakes

Overall record WAC record
Despite the 3-1 loss against
New Mexico on Friday. the
Spartans still hold the first -place
spot in the Mountain Pacific
Sports Federatitill.
"Now it is down to our playoff
hopes." said co-captain and forward Johnny Gonzalez.
The team in first place at the
end of regular season play will
win the MPSF’s automatic bid to
the NCAA tournament.
The placement standings are
measured in points two points
for a win, one for a tie and none
for a loss and the team with
the highest point total receives
the bid.
San Jose State remains ahead
of second -ranked New Mexico
with a total of 19 points. After the
tie against Sacramento State last
Sunday. New Mexico is now at
17 points.
The game against Sacramento
State is SJSU’s final conference
game and a chance to re,iic
up to 22 points. Iloweyei. Ness
Mexico still has MO COntaellt C
games remaining is ith a possible
23 points.
SJSU will attempt to he the
first team this season to beat
Sacramento State at the Hornets’
home field, with the greater goal
of making it into the postseason.
Gonzalez said.
"Sacramento in Sacramento
is very difficult to play." he said
"Hail am sure we critti n ix.’’
The Spartans will take on
Sacramento State at I p.m.
Sunday ;it Hornet Field.

WEDNESDAY

11-13

6-6

game.

Thursday

vs. Fresno State

The Spartans. 6-6 in Western
Athleo. Conference play and
11-13 ovetall. is ill phi!, their last
two home matches this weekend
before wrapping up the regular
season on the road.
Senior night
against
match
Saturday s
the UniNetsily of Hawaii 55 Ill
be Senior Night. during is his Ii
Danielle ( Ming and Niel issa
a/uos
asor
amis
cj
uun
Maddus is ill be recogni/ed be
fore the beginning of the maid).
.
Head coach Craig ( ’Ii ’ate
the ladies w ill revels e flow els
along w ith a recap ol their v 01
Icy ball caiceis.
SiSt w ill lead off the week
col set les is iii rival Fresno State
nieisily at 7 p.m. Thursday in
spaitan iy rn
Spartans
beat
the
The
Bulldogs in four games ill 1-reNllii
the
despite
Si
on 0o. 27. but
tory cols in the season. some
team minims said what hap
petted in a notch two weeks ag
is not indication us hat is ill hap
pen Thursdav.
"Any team can be good on
any night." said freshman middle
Mocker Colleen Burke. who led
the Spartans with 11 kills against
Ness NIckko State I ahsersirytin
team that sim lake
Saturday
care of business will is in f.

SJSU returns homj after splitting the past weekend’s matches
against Louisiana Tech University
and New Mexico State University.
The Spartans made quick
work of Louisiana Tech, sweeping the three -game match on last
Thursday. inCludi tie holding the
Lady Techsters to nine points in
game two.
Last Saturday. SJSU lost in four
games to New Mexico State, which
is third in the conference it was
the second time this season the
Aggies heat the Spartans.
"We can’t seem to play New
Mesh., State." Choati. said.
"Dui mg intermi,don. the ,iiaehes
had a little talk and they v :tine
out and took complete 0,111101. It
ph y sisal domiwasts ’t a !natter
we just didn’t show up
nance
at all
This Saturday. the Spartans

will look to change their fortunes
against the WAC’s top teams when
they take on the No. 9 University of
Hawari in Spartan Gym.
Rainbow Wahine sit
The
first in the conference, riding a
104-match winning streak in
the WAC, including a perfect
they are 18-6
12-0 this season
overall.
Hawaii won its IllOth straight
game Oct. 22 against SJSU.
Choate said Hawari is not
invincible, and his team has the
chance to pull off an upset.
"Any coach wants a win,"
Choate said. "The stars will have to
align. but they can he beaten."
S.IS1’ is the last team still in
the WAC to have beaten Hawai’i,
which they did in 1993 before it
entered the WAC in 1996. The
Spartans haven’t beaten Hawari
since then.

Brigham Young University is
the last team to beat the island team
before it began its current winning
streak.
BYU defeated the Rainbow
Wahine in 1998 and left the conference the following year.
Burke said if they are going to
beat the Rainbow Wahine they will
need to capitalize on all the opportunities they get.
"We just have to execute."
Burke said.
"The team who executes will
win." she said.
Dyana
blocker
Middle
Thompson said she can’t wait to
play in front of a home crowd
against the top team in the WAC.
"It is going to be an exciting."
Thompson said. "All teams can be
beaten at any time. We will have
the fans’ support. I am excited
about everything."

students usecreciltritscity
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Center for Literary Arts
College of I !UM ii ities and the Arts

Azar Nafisi

The first Margaret and Jim Jimenez Lecturer
Author of the bestseller Rending Lahr(’ in Tehran

1y

Wednesday, November 9, 2005
Reading and book signing
Morris Dailey Hall, SJSU
7:30 p.m.
Free Admission

Thursday, November 10, 2005
Conversation followed by public Q&A
Old Cafeteria, SJSU
12:00 noon
Free Admission
Books by Azar Nafisi
are available at

Spartan Bookstore
Sponsored by
The Student Union. Inc. of MU

14L1 Josi’ State
UNIVritS1,,
Student t nion.

Dr. NafIsl Is the first of four authors in the Margaret and Jim
Jimenez Lecture Series, established by their generous gift.
For more information on Center for Literary Arts events, please call
14081 924-4600 or visit our website at www.litart.org. All CIA
events are wheelchair accessible.
The programs of the Center for Literary Arts are made possible in part by
funding from the Patrons of the College of Humanities and the Arts at SJSU
and by grants from the City of San lose, Arts Council Silicon Valley, and
Applied Materials. The CLA thanks Stratta Grill and Bar, J. Lohr Winery, Citti’s
Florist, Hijinx Comics, the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Library, Fairmont Hotel San
Jose, MACLA, MOSAIC, Poetry Center San Jose and the Student Union. Inc. of
SJSU for sponsoring events.

MAJ

Center
Literary
Arts
wwwiltarl.org
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FBI special agents scope out students for recruitment
Students find out if they
are qualifiedfor service
BY PATRICIA !BARRA
Daily Staff Writer
FBI agents spoke with students
Tuesday afternoon at the "Are you qualified?’ event.
The event was put together by the
Ideal Marketing group to give students a
chance to learn more about the FBI and let
them participate in activities to determine
whether they are qualified for a position.
Stations were set up
around the room and students had the opportunity to
take part in the activities and
find out if they are qualified.
Students were encouraged to start at the information station and work their
way around to the raffle.
Amy L
They seemed to bypass
the first four stations and
flocked over to the fifth station to the FBI special agents.
The agents answered questions and gave
students advice about being an FBI agent.
Dan Helmig, s senior majoring in avia-

tion, said, "I’m interested in the FBI."
"I gained contacts," Helmig said.
The last station was the raffle table
where students could enter their names in
the raffle and win one of several prizes.
Throughout the event, students came
and went. About 30 students stopped by
the event, and about 15 remained for
Martin Mijalski’s lecture and video presentation.
Amy Little, a group member, said, "We
wanted to spread the word that the FBI is
hiring."
"Students get one on one time with the
agents," Little said. "They can ask questions and participate in a raffle."
"Overall,
we
want to let students
know that the FBI
is looking for qualified
applicants,"
Little said.
Special
agent
Martin
Mijalski
said,
"Many
of
’the, marketing
these students are
highly qualified."
"Students have been asking very insightful questions," Mijalski said. "I
haven’t had to tell anyone that I couldn’t
answer them."
Tiffany Phan, the event coordinator,

CC Students get
one on one
time with
the agent S.

said, "Students have classes, so we expect
Instead they got a stress level analyzer that
them to be coming in and out."
detected the stress level in the voice.
"Students can get the answers they want
The forensic science station gave stufrom the agents." Phan said, "and get more dents the opportunity to be the crime scene
the
from
brochures."
information
investigator.
"We wanted some hands-on experiKen i Larsen, a senior majoring in fothe
ence instead of having
rensic
science
student just sitting around,"
said, "They get to
Phan said.
decipher the clues
"I liked the activities,"
and figure out what
said Eddie Barron a junior
happened."
majoring in criminal justice.
"It’s not that
The colorblindness staobvious,"
Larsen
tion determined whether or
said. "That’s the
not students could see the
-Francisco Lopez student fun part about it."
hidden numbers on the paRyan Thurman,
per.
a senior majoring
According to the video "FBI: America’s
in accounting. said. "I’m interested in beFinest," there are several qualifications to coming a special agent. so I came to the
become a special agent. Candidates must
event."
be between 23 and 36 years old, a U.S.
"I have a lot of questions that are being
citizen or citizen of the Northern Marina answered." Thurman said.
Islands, and then meet hearing and vision
Francisco Lopez. a senior majoring
standards, including a color vision test,
in Spanish and math, said, "One 01 my
have a valid driver’s license, be in excelfriends sent me an e-mail about the ev ent
lent physical condition, possess a fourand I decided to check it out."
year degree from an accredited college
e wanted to get involved with the
and be available for assignment anywhere
FBI for a while." Lopez said, "so I took the
in the FBI jurisdiction.
tests to see if I’m qualified. Belal Azim, the public relations head
"I’m always looking for options," said
of the group, said organizers couldn’t get
Barron.
a real polygraph machine for the event.
"I want to do something with the gov-

gg

’ye wanted to
get involved
with the FBI
for a while.-

BLDG: DBI-1 209
408-924-3277
FAx: 408-924-3282
classified@casa.sisit.edu
Online: www.tliespartainlailv.coin

C LAS SIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied. The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid advertising and offerings are not
approved or verified by the newspaper

ROOMMATE WANTED
2 ROOMS 4 RENT SOUTH SAN JOSE Located at cross streets
of Embee Drive and Copco Lane The house - 1200 square
feet. has 3 bdrms, 2 baths, a kg Fern Room with a fireplace
and Irg sunken living room Looking for a responsible student or
professional I can be reached at 408-623-2610
$500 per room (make an offer) v 1/3 utilities * Deposit
(negotiable)
Hot tub in backyard
Washer/Dryer in Garage
Wireless High speed Speed Internet Access
Big Screen projection TV with surround sound
Close to Light rail and IBM (Cottle Station) (408)623-2610

EMPLOYMENT
DELIVERY DRIVERS Party rental business. Perfect for students
Earn up to $250 every weekend Must have reliable truck or van
Heavy lifting is required 408 292-7876
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY Security Officers PT/FT
Flexible Grave Bonus Commute up to 25 miles (408) 247-4827

PT NANNY WANTED for children 6mo and 3yrs Wed 12-5, TIRED OF SHARING A BATHROOM? Come see our huge
Tues and/ or Thurs 12-5. Flexible hours Hands-on. friendly. 2 bedroom 2 full bath. over 1000 sq foot apartment Walking
References (408)621-2642
distance to SJSU Newly remodeled Laundry facilities Parking
ESBA SEEKS LIFEGUARDS and Aquatic Specialists, PT or FT. Secunty Gate Easy access to Bay Area freeways Substantially
in San Jose Flex hours/ days, Monday-Saturday. Call Tiago' larger than others’ 51195/ mo (408) 947-0803
408 295-0228 Send resume to jobs'esba org or fax 10 408 275ROOMS FOR RENT Beautifully remodeled rooms available on
9858 $9 82-$14 50/ hour DOE
13th Street & Soil James Each room has a private entrance
Plus
seeking
Infant.
Toddler
ACTION DAY NURSERY Primary
& full bathroom All utilities included except phone/DSL There
& Preschool Teachers & Aides FT & PT positions available. is a fully equipped community kitchen & coin-operated laundry
Substitute positions are also available that offer flexible hours facility onsite TV minifndge & microwave included in each
ECE units required for teacher positions but not req. for Aide room Furnished & unfurnished available $575-$600/month plus
positons Excellent opportunity for Child Development majors. monthly parking fee Please contact Magda'408 279-6100 or
Please call Cathy for an interview@247-6972 or fax resume to email magda@statewidere corn
248-7433
DOWNTOWN Ilth'Washington 1/1. Uhl Inc $750.$1000 Def.,
STARTO $70 FOR A 5 -HOUR EVENT, Promote brands by NP/ S Pgr 408 233-4659
distributing sampiesi brochures and/ or demonstrating products to SPOTLESS! 2 BDRM/1BA APT. Prking Laundry 2 Blks So of
consumers Premier in-store Promotions Company and authorized SJSU $1000 408559. 1356
agency of Mass Connections, Inc. has great opportunities
in various CA cities Positions available are part-time, mostly SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE! Housing for Amencan
An intercultural experience with
weekends, and typically 5 hours For more information and to & International Students!
International Students One Semester Contract Computer Lab,
apply online. visit www eventsandpromotions corn
Study Room, & Student Kitchen Wireless Internet Access.
PART-TIME RESEARCHER
A safe. fnendly & homelike environment Various cultural
Reliable and detail onented individual to record information from activities Parking We are currently accepting applications The
local courthouse Flexible hours Training provided Excellent International House. 360 So 11th Street If you are interested or
wage Please email your interest or resume to jobs'ncrcredit com have questions, call (408) 924- 6570
or fax to 408-360-0890

LIVE IN NANNY - SILVER CREEK Nanny needed for 2 school
OUTREACH PROGRAM Counselors PT Elem Schools in Milpitas/ age children Nanny must have STRONG VALUES and work
Santa Clara Degree/Cred not required Opp for teaching exp ethic, a good sense of humor, be interested in child development
Need car Send resume/cover letter to hr@girlscoulsofscc.org
and be calm, flexible, and reliable. References required
TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS PT Instructors elem schools. Hours:
Degree/Cred not required Opp for teaching exp. Need car. VM M, T, TH 7.00 to 8:00 AM
M. T, W, F 2:00 to 600 PM
408-287-4170 ext 408 EOE/AAE
THURS 12:30 to 6110 PM
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS, Local valet company needs 24.5 Hours a week
enthusiastic & energetic individuals to work at nearby malls, Live in Gated Community
pnvate events & country clubs FT/PT avail We will work around Board & $250 a week
your school schedule Must have clean DMV Lots of fun & earn Please call 408 472 2345
good money Call 408 867-7275
LADY CIRCUIT Looking for an energetic & personable partATTENTION SJSU STUDENTS ’PART-TIME OPENINGS
time Fitness Coach who can create a fun. motivational & safe
115.00 BASE-appt
environment for members If interested please email Deana at
Vector, the company for students, has part-time openings Deana Thai@yahoo corn or call at (650)948-6563.
available for customer sales/service.
The positions offer numerous unique benefits for students
TUTOR $15-20/HR DOE
’HIGH STARTING PAY
Need tutor to teach our children (ages 7-11) to write, help w/
’FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
hrnwrk. & study After school any day(s) Sue 691-0495
’ internships possible
GREAT PAYI NOW HIRING Sales position at Valley Fair Hourly
’All majors may apply
Bonus Flexible Hours. Full Training Start NOW! Call 14081
’Scholarships awarded annually
313-3354
’Some conditions apply

FOR SALE
BED-QUEEN ORTHOPEDIC Mattress set New, still in plastic.
warranty $175 (408)690-3331
FULL MATTRESS SET New, still in plastic
(408)690-3331

Sacrifice- $150

CAMPUS CLUBS
8800 GROUP FUNDRAISER BONUS 4 hours of your group’s
time PLUS our free (yes, free) fundraising programs EQUALS
$1.000-$3.000 in earnings for your group Call TODAY for up
to $600 in bonuses when you schedule your fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser Contact CampusFundraiser (888) 923-3238
or visit wwwcampusfundraiser corn

SERVICES
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN $6900 per year Save 30%-60%
(includes cosmetic) For info call 1-800-655-3225 or
VAAN studentdental .com or www goldenwestdental corn
PROFESSIONAL EDITING For your paper or dissertation
Experienced Efficient Exact Familiar with APA & Chicago styles
ESL is a specialty Grace'831 252-1108 or Evagarce@aol corn
or visit www.gracenotesedifing corn

’No expenence necessary
’ Training provided
Earn income & gain experience! Watch for us on -campus
throughout the semester or CALL 615-1500 9am-5pm
nv workforstudents com/sjsu

PART-TIME MOTHER’S HELPER needed. Housecleaning. BEAUTYCLUB Haircut for men $7 & women $10 Hair coloring
laundry, household organization Hours flexible-10-15 hours per $15/ up. Wax $5/ up Full set nails $15/ up Pedicure $13
week (408) 297-7002
Manicure $8. Located (4 505 S 10th St. Ste 205 (comer of
William 610th-upstairs) CALL (408) 993-2250
SITTERS WANTED $10./hOUR
Register FREE for jobs at student-sitters corn
LEGAL PROBLEMS? Law Offices of Pirrone & Pirrone. LLP
SWIM TEACHERS Year round program, indoor pool. Expenence DO YOU SPEAK MANDARIN? Seeking fluent speaker for care of offers free consultations and discounted legal services to
with children a must Teaching experience not required. AM/ PM/ 9-year old Generous wages
students. 800 509.2703
Must dnve: car provided
WE shifts available Email resume- sdavis@avac.us
questions@pirronelawcom
David (650)323-9436
NOW HIRING! If you are looking for a job, we can help! Access
NOTARY PUBLIC Downtown San Jose at 4th St. & St. John. 115
FOR RENT
over 800 job listings on SpartaJOBS (the SJSU Career Center’s
N 4th Street 0125, 408 286-2060
online job and internship bank). It’s easy. visit us at WPM careerce
nter sjsu edu. sign in and search SpartaJOBS!
WANTED

X -LARGE -2B0 -2 -BLOCKS
FROM SJSU

RECREATION JOBS AT THE Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec Dept
Positions open now for Leaders. Afterschool Elem. Sch Age
ChildCare Recreation/Enrichment Programs M-F AM/PM shifts 2bd apartment with walk in closets Great for students/
avail T 6Th PM shifts avail. $7 83-$11.32/hr to start, depending roommates!! Great Floor Plan! Washer & Dryers on premisis
Parking available!! Only 51.050/ mo, may work with you on the
on exp. No ECE credits required. Kathy'408 354-8700 X245
deposit!! (408)378-1409
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS $14 50/HR to start
GREENTREE APTS Newer Large 1 & 2 Bed Rm Units. Park like
408-340-1994 So, Bay
grounds Patio. Gated W&D hook up. Close to HY101 & 280.
650-777-7090 No. Bay
Rent start from $905 995 Tully Rd. San Jose 294-6200
www.funsludenhvork.corn
OPPORTUNITY TO WORK w/ teens w/ developmental
disabilities in After-School Program in San Jose PT. weekdays.
2p-6p Flexible scheduling Must have completed 6 ECE units
$10/ hr. Great opportunity for students pursuing a career in special
education Questions? Call Lesle, 510 835-2131 X104. Send
resume to: jobs@esba.org or fax to 510 444-2340 or mail 180
Grand Ave Ste 300 Oakland, CA 94612. EOE
BRINKS NOW HIRING FT/PT Armored Truck Dnvers. Must have
clean background. Clean driving record Pass DOT physical
exam. Pass drug screen. Ability to qualify for gun permit. 21 years
of age. Excellent Benefits! Paid Training! The career you want.
The benefits you need. For more information call (408) 436-7717
TEACHER (ASSISTANT (ECE) TOP PAY! Mimed. P/T. F/7 pos
Minimum 6 ECE units n3q’d. Must be able to commute F/P must
be clear (408)287-3222
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K -8th school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare. PT. in the afternoon No ECE
units required. Previous experience with children a must Please
call 248-2464

emment, but I don’t think that I want to get
involved with the FBI." Barron said.
Karl Zaleski, a senior majoring in marketing, said. "I have a lot of interest in the FBI."
"I plan on applying when I finish
school," Zaleski said. "I want to give back
to the community."
Jonathan Shao, a junior majoring in
business, said, "I know that the FBI offers
a lot of career opportunities."
"I want to apply." Shim said. "I plan to
apply later on once I get closer to graduafion."
Sara I.uti .a freshman majoring in business. said.
saw the fliers and thought
thatiiis going to be interesting."
"It sounded interesting." said Lelani
Valencia. a senior majoring in nursing.
Valeta ia said, "It’, something for all
maw,’
’in line Chen, a senior majoring in
criminal justice, said, "I wanted to get
some insight on the application process
because I’m considering it."
"I’m considering the FBI or the CIA."
Chen said, "I’m actually in the application
process."
"I’ve always been interested iii investigation.- she said. "It sparks my interest."
The Ideal Marketing group is made up
of several students from an honors marketing class at San Jose State University.

SPERM DONORS NEEDED The Palo Alto, Ca branch of the
California Cryobank is seeking men of all ethnicities for our sperm
donor programs. If you are currently attending college or hold a BA
degree you can earn up to $900/mo, receive a free comprehensive
health screening & help infertile couples. For More information or
to apply online please visit VANN cryobankdonors.corn

Take our short computer based course now to earn extra money in
next tax season Finish the course at your own pace at home
Call Javed 4 Jackson Hewitt Tay Service 408-813-6212

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Thin nail
5 Moon or eye
8 Diagnostic aid
(hyph
12 Cliffside abode
14 Quaker pronoun
15 One. to Helmut
16 Like couch potatoes
17 Kuwaiti leader
18 Eggy drinks
19 Suedes
21 Type of beard
23 Rocker part
24 Good times
25 Almost -grads
26 Rectangular
30 Close relatives
32 Hang loosely
33 Youthful
indiscretions
(2 wds
36 Met celeb
37 Parton
38 Mountains or river
40 Foolish talk
42 Preferred strategy
(2 wdS
43 Went undercover
44 Spice rack item
45 Hosp employee
48 Corral
49 Grumpy ’s pal
50 Dough raisers
52 Discount
57 Fix up
58 By mouth
60 Like a seance
61 so much
62 Watch part
63 Sax mouthpieces
64 Withered
65 Lawyers charge
66 Ballad writer
DOWN
1 Quit, Solo speak
2 Lacoste of tennis
1

2

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
ALMS..3IS .0.R.MIP E.K E
P A.R F .0
BOA T
L A.N
BOLO
E I DEAR
ICON
AMAR I L LOMIGHTY
Al L
OUCH
STAGE S
FRIT TEA
W.A.F E R
S.A.F.E
I.R E
A N
JUN
WAVED
FI.Y.E
AD APT
E.N GA
MA R B.L.E.D
P.R. I NT S
LAD S
0.M.S
P I
C
I SPE .S. T
T
DRAW ETHOSLILI
L I
SAUTE
A.R.O.N
SCAR
TOMES
YEGG
.is
200S OA.] FrAre Synd.cale Inc
3 District
35 Compos mentis
37 Evaporates
4 Soap target
(2 wits)
5 Units
39 Fall behind
of resistance
41 Client mtg
6 King, to Pierre
42 Draw up
7 Red wine
8 Wamor pnncess 44 Hide-hair link
45 Early harps
9 Wardens fear
46 Vex
10 High dudgeon
47 Consumerist
11 Out and ia
Ralph
13 Natural-gas
49 Cartoon
component
14 Technical word
chipmunk
51 Tender
20 Work unit
22 Aware of
52 Armor -crushing
weapon
24 Totally
26 Unmatched
53 Over ones
27 Hat part
head
54 Two-color
28 Volcanic rock
29 Translucent
cookie
gems
55 Not narrow
30 Felt crummy
56 Twig shelter
31 River rapids
59 Dawn Chong
33 Roused up
34 Trolley

I
ill
ix

MiliO

"

is
ix

iv

II
ill

muu mu.

Meld mill
Mod
ii1111
M
milil Il
ill ill
Mill" ilill
ill
ill " MIMI " 5’
II I ill
II
mumu
ils
il
vs

CLASSIFIED AD RATE INFORMATION
Each line averages 25 spaces. Each !curl. number, puncittati (((( niark. and space is formatted into an ad line.
The first line will be set in bold type and upper case for no extra charge up to 20 spaces. A ntinin llllll of three
lines is required. Deadline is 10:00AM, 2 weekdays prior to publication.
NINMILTILTHRELLINLC,LAISIELEILADI
onvs:
1
2
3
4
$6.00
$9.00
RATE:
$12.00
$15.00

OPPORTUNITIES
BEST PART-TIME GIG EVER!!!!

5
$16.00

RATE INCREASES love Mat ADDITIONAL LINE AFTER IDE THIRD LINE PER AD
RATE INCREASES $2.00 EACH ADIMONAL DAY AFTER THE writ DAY PER All
RATES ARE cuNSECI TINE DAYS ONLY All. ADS ADS. PREPAID NO REPVNIES ON CANI FILED ADS
ADDMONAL WORDS MAN BE BOLD Al A (MARGE OF BOO PER WORD
allalaiNOLDIKAAMI

40* consecutive issues: 10% discount_
SOU STUDENT um 10% discount. Ads must he placed in person in 01111 209 from Dlarn or lipm.
STUDENT ID REQUIRED. Rate applies to student’s individual ads only.
intended for businesses and/or other persons. Frequency discount does not apply.
Now Submit and Pay for your Chaiifech Online with the coincidence of csedit card.
Queodeen as how to place your dawdled? Call 408-954-5277

Certain advertisements in these columns may refer the reader to specific telephone numbers or addresses for additional
information. Classified readers should be reminded that,
when making these further contacts, they should require
complete information before sending money for goods or
services In addition. readers should carefully investigate
all firms offering employment listings or coupons for discount vacations or merchandise
11/09/05
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Online public judges animation competition
Viewers vote on seven shorts; contest hosted by San Jose’s Cinequest Online
BY PRISCILLA WOO

professional tilminakcis.
Fin. is an estraordinar!, event
because of its extraoldinar talents." said public relations cooldinator Krists. Wolk in a phone
inters less.
All aminatoi has,. pal hennaed
in the San Jose him testis:II iii he
past. said Yung I.e.:ilium:ohm ,..oordinator for Cinequest. The animators are students and Itra,Itiates
who were selected bit the ,ontest
through
its itamuls and recominendimons is then. professor,.
The contest. I, hich started
Oct. Ili. shoss, Tun, episodes es er.),
Mondav until the end of the contest on Nos. 28 Foch epistle runs
from Ili to
seL mid. in length.

Animation lovers worldwide
has e the plover to judge and select the hr.! winner of Cinequest
Online’s
Xnimation
Discos ery
Contest
a contest in sshich hve
animatots around the %% odd slum
a series of animated episode, to
compete It the top spot in a span
of ses.co seeks.
Cmequest ()Mine IW
’Icy
uestonline.orgi provides Internet
access to hints t nun Cineglicst
San Jose Film Festival. a motion
picture organiiation. as well a. a
means of entertainment and educational purpose. for students and

\sun a total of se’ en episodes.

-The animations are actually
reallv interesting," Le said in a
phone interview. "You wouldn’t
find these animations on Cartoon
eiv.ork. ... They’re different,
(lid! 55 hat makes it more intriguing."
The use animation short series
are titled "7 Deadly Sins for the
21st centin
"K ickin’ it with Mr.
Flig." "Friend, on Crack," "The
Monke [Sine" and "Tick. Tick,
Boom "
’’7 I ie.1,11. Sins for the 21st centur" demon,trates new sins such
as -Isinteteiv gluttony when it’s
heap
t I CC.- In "Kickin’ it with
NIL I lie." a blue, egg-shaped lump
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Purchase Student Weeds
online at www sun org
or call- 925.966.9599
or purchase at the door

4,04,-i-dn.

440
PeJn.

200 South First Street loathe Paseo)
40$. 911.9909 wwwzytessl.eoet
lbesday- Sunday I lan4-9pne
Friday d Saturday I lats-lOpie

TOP 10 MOVIES
at the box office
I. Chicken Little
2. Jarnead
3. Saw 11
4.The Legend of Zorro
5. Prime
6. Dreamer: Inspired by a True
Story
7. Good Night, and Good Luck
8.The Weather Man
9. Shopgirl
10. Flightplan
source: yahoo.com

TOP 10
INDEPENDENT
ALBUMS
1 .Ying Yang Twins U.S.A.:
United State of Atlanta
2. Jason Aldean Jason Aldean
3. Dolly Parton Those Were
the Days
4. Dane Cook
Retaliation
5. Little Big Town The Road
to Here
6. Sevendust
Next
7. Hawthorne Heights The
Silence in Black and White
8. Jackson Browne
Solo
Acoustic Vol. 1
9. Danger Doom
The Mouse
and the Mask
I O. Marcos Hernandez
C
About Me
source: billboard.com

Festival 2005
Sunday, November 13, 2005

’e).6e40,
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take pictures, words and sounds.
put them together and take it to
the next level."
At week four, Evans’ series
held the No. 1 ranking for the
most amounts of downloaded
views.
"I’m very excited," Evans
said. "It’s great to get the people’s
reactions who vote in the contest.
It’s really rewarding."
Online viewers can vote for
their favorite animation after
downloading the episodes onto
their computer, Wolk said. A
combination score of the number
of viewer downloads and rankings determines the winner.
"(The audience) chooses the
winners," Le said. "We are empowering them to tell us what
they like so we can give them
more, Animators get an opportunity to extend their project with
us which broadcast online."
The winner’s animated series
will be included on volume
of the Cinequest shorts DVD in
2006 and the animator will share
some of the DVD revenues. Le
said. The winner also receives a
Palm Tungsten C Handheld.
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toon would be like in another
world in a dog," Evans said in a
phone interview.
With more than 10 years of
experience in design, Evans
switched from printing and publishing to animation after taking
the Animation and Illustration
program at San Jose State
Unisersity, he said.
"5.15t has a fantastic (animation) progam," Evans said. "1
lose the art form.... It’s a way to
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"les my vision of what a car-
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named Mr. Flig helps FBI sperms
catch the Super Bank thieves.
"Friends on Crack" portrays the
lives of a group of cave drawings
on a rock wall and "The Monkey
King" follows the adventures of
the Monkey King and his friends
as they travel through ancient
China to recover the Buddhist
Sutra.
The short animated series "Tick,
Tick, Boom" looks into the adventures of little bugs living on and inside a dog that lives in a junkyard.
Director and filmmaker Erik
Evans said his inspirations for the
series actually came from having
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"Jews...In India?"
"Salaam, Shalom"
Sunday. November 13 at 1:00 PM
Facing Windows
Forgotten rielogees
Until Tomorrow ConKis

Sun. Nov 13
Sun. Nov 13
Si,,, Nov 13

3 00 pm
5 30 pm
7 30 pm

Camera 12
201 South Second Street, San Jose, California

JOSE

31174WWIta

ec 10,2005
:310AM

1 backs on Sunday,
cember 11th
. Must be 18 years of age by
December 10, 2005
. Register online at
www.sanjosesabercats.com
and click on the SaberCats
button, or call 408-573-5577,
to ask for an application
. SEASON TICKETS &
GROUP TICKETS
are now on sale.
www.sanlosesabercats.com
for all the details.

